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A B S T R A C T   

Three dimensional silica mesh structures are prepared through a new and simple method for enhancing the 
quantum dot sensitized solar cells performance and stability. 

Silica patterns are made on the top of the TiO2 photoanodes and a marked improvement in light scattering 
properties of meshed structures is confirmed by diffuse reflectance spectroscopy measurements. This improve-
ment enhances the current density and consequently the cells ‘efficiency. Parameters of electron transport in cells 
are explored by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). According to the EIS results, silica mesh declines 
the recombination rate in cells in a clear way. Here more than 50% efficiency improvement is obtained in meshed 
structures in comparison to cells with normal TiO2 photoanode structures. The insulated silica mesh, reduces the 
electrolyte’s deleterious effect on the semiconductor layers and the cells’ stability is improved.   

1. Introduction 

Quantum dot-sensitized solar cells (QDSCs) are among the third- 
generation solar cells with a potential to be commercialized in near 
future. The general structure of QDSCs consist of the sandwiched anode 
and cathode electrodes, and a liquid electrolyte between them. Anode 
electrodes are mainly made of semiconductor oxide layers (e.g.TiO2- 
ZnO) on a fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) coated glass [1]. The oxide 
layer is sensitized by quantum dots (QDs) in order to absorb the incident 
light and generate photo-electrons. Due to the desired range of light 
absorption and electron transport properties, various types of QDs are 
utilized in QDSCs (e.g. CdS, CdTe, CdSe, CdSeTe, CuInS2, etc.) [2–6]. 

The cathode electrode can be made of various materials (e.g. CuS, 
NiS, Au, PbS, etc.) [7–10], and also their composite (e.g. CuS/PbS) [11]. 
Following the light absorption in QDSCs, photogenerated electrons are 
injected to the conduction band (CB) of the TiO2 and subsequently 
transported to the external circuit to reach the cathode electrode. QDs 
are returned to their ground state by receiving electrons from the elec-
trolyte [12] and the electrolyte oxidized ions are reduced on the cathode 
surface. 

The explained process, described the desirable charge transfer/ 
transport paths within the cell. However, the electron transport in other 
pathways results in recombination and consequently dark currents. 
Recombination of electrons at the anode-electrolyte interface and 

through the photoanode structure are the most important recombination 
processes [13–16]. 

The theoretical efficiency of quantum dot sensitized solar cells have 
been calculated to be 44.7% [17], while the experimental results reveals 
much lower values. Therefore, a variety of methods have been investi-
gated to improve the performance of QDSCs, especially by optimizing 
the photoanode structure. Literature review indicates that the photo-
anode geometrical structure; type, shape and size of the sensitized QDs 
are the main important parameters which contribute to the photoanode 
performance [18–20]. 

The photoanode structure is composed of a semiconductor oxide 
layer which must have enough surface area to absorb QDs, a suitable 
band gap for electron injection, suitable electron transport properties, 
and sufficient space for electrolyte penetration [21,22]. According to 
researcher’s studies, titanium oxide provides the most adaptation to 
these conditions and is widely used in photoanode structure of QDSCs. 
Thin films of nanoparticulate titanium oxide have been widely utilized 
as photoanode structure and the thickness of layers [23], porosity and 
size of the applied particles have been investigated in details [24–28]. 

In spite of the advantages of nanoparticulated TiO2 structures, the 
undesired surface states, and surface traps of nanoparticles (NPs) could 
induce the charge recombination pathways in the cells. Consequently 
various studies have been performed on TiO2 three-dimensional struc-
tures [29,30]. The term of “three-dimensional structure” stands for 
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creating a three-dimensional grid to improve the electron transport in 
the depth of the semiconductor layers. Also structures containing one or 
two-dimensional components that are interconnected as blocks are 
considered as three-dimensional structures [31]. 

3D structures could increase the light scattering and thus enhance 
the light absorption in the cells. Also, they improve the electron trans-
port pathways to the conductive glass substrate and reduce the electron 
recombination [32,33]. Furthermore, 3D structures ease the electrolyte 
diffusion into the photoanode structure [19,34]. 

Titanium oxide nanotubes and nanowires are widely utilized as 3D 
structures [35–38]. For example, titanium oxide nanorods were made by 
hydrothermal method and sequenced together [39]. A similar arrange-
ment was made by titanium oxide hollow nanotubes [40]. The formation 
of three-dimensional structures by nanotubes, nanorods, and nanowires 
not only did not reduce the QDs loading, but also increased the incident 
light absorption by enhancing the light trapping in the photoanode. The 
geometry of these structures further increased the electrolyte penetra-
tion into the photoanode. On the other hand, the reduction of the surface 
paths, improved the direct paths of electrons to the conductive glass 
substrate, and increased the current density [35,41–43]. In spite of the 
interesting light scattering properties of 3D structures, these layers in-
crease the surface area of the photoanode which could potentially 
enhance the density of surface trap states and consequently the charge 
recombination. Therefore during the design of 3D structures, an 
important issue is controlling the charge recombination simultaneously. 
One interesting idea is utilizing the geometrical structures with elec-
trical isolating properties which do not participate in charge transport 
processes. 

Consequently beside the TiO2 3D structures, many studies have been 
used silica structures as light scatterers among the titanium oxide par-
ticles. Applying spherical silica nanoparticles in different sizes [44,45], 
silica nanotubes, silica nanofibers and silica nanorods [46] not only 
increased the light scattering, but also reduced the electron recombi-
nation due to the silica insulating properties [47]. 

Here, a simple novel method for fabrication of three-dimensional 
photoanode structures is introduced. In this method, a two- 
dimensional silica mesh is added to the last layer of titanium oxide 
semiconductor. The silica pattern is designed by considering the 
appropriate and non-destructive weight percent of the silica in the 
photoanode [47]. Silica nanoparticles were fabricated by the Stöber 
method and were embedded in a two-dimensional pattern created by the 
titanium oxide nanoparticles. 

Application of large size silica nanoparticles enhanced the photo-
anode light scattering. Furthermore the electrons recombination 
reduced in a clear way and the current density was enhanced noticeably. 
The efficiency of the cells were simply improved (more than 50% rela-
tive to the normal cell) by a silica mesh. Furthermore the stability of cells 
was soared through applying the meshed SiO2 structures in comparison 
to normal TiO2 structures. 

2. Experiment 

2.1. Preparation of meshed titanium oxide layers 

FTO coated glasses (15 Ω cm− 2) were cut in the size of 1.25 cm × 1.7 
cm and then cleaned at the ultrasonic bath of DI water and ethanol 
subsequently. In order to make semiconductor layers, TiO2 NPs were 
deposited from a 20% wt TiO2 paste. TiO2 paste were made from the 
commercial P25 powder according to method that was explained before 
[47]. Two TiO2 layers were deposited by Dr. Blade method and the 
photoanodes were placed in 120 ◦C for 10 min after each layer 
deposition. 

Prior to coating the third layer, a plastic mesh with the desired lattice 
size was placed on the photoanode and fastened in place. Then the third 
TiO2 layer was deposited by Dr. Blade method. After drying the layers, 
plastic mesh was separated from the surface of the photoanode and 

samples were annealed at 500 ◦C for 30 min. 

2.2. Silica NPs deposition in meshed photoanode 

Silica NPs were synthesized by Stöber method [48]. In order to 
synthesize silica nanoparticles with size of 550 nm, 3.1 ml TEOS was 
added to the ammonia solution (42 ml ethanol+ 7.5 ml ammonia). The 
solution was stirred for 2 h at room temperature until the transparent 
solution turned to a white colour [27]. TiO2 meshed photoanodes were 
immersed in silica solution for different times between 5 and 120 min. In 
order to remove the extra particles the photoanodes were rinsed with 
ethanol and dried with air and annealed for 30 min at 500 ◦C. 

2.3. QD sensitization 

TiO2 photoanodes were sensitized by CdS and CdSe QDs as light 
absorbers and ZnS layers for surface passivation. In order to deposit the 
CdS QDs, successive ionic layer absorption and reaction (SILAR) method 
was used [49]. Each SILAR cycle contained an immersion in the cationic 
precursor, and subsequently dipping in the anionic one for 1 min. Also, 
samples washed in the corresponding solvent after each precursor 
deposition. Here a 0.05 M solution of Cd (NO3)2 was used as the cationic 
source and Na2S (0.05 M) as the anionic source [50]. Three SILAR cycles 
were performed to achieve a uniform layer. 

CdSe QDs were deposited on the CdS sensitized electrodes by 
chemical bath deposition (CBD) method [51]. Na2SeSO3 solution was 
prepared by refluxing 0.1 M Se powder with 0.1 M Na2SO3 solution at 
70 ◦C for 90 min. Chemical bath was made by the mixture of Na2SeSO3 
(0.1 M), Cd (CH3COO)2 (0.1 M) and (CH2COONa)3 (0.2 M) solutions. 
Photoanodes were put in the chemical bath for 3 h and finally rinsed 
with DI water and dried with air [27]. Finally ZnS QDs were deposited 
on the CdS-CdSe sensitized photoanodes by two SILAR cycles. Zn 
(CH3COO)2 (0.1 M) and Na2S (0.1 M) solutions were used as ion sources. 
The photoanodes were immersed for 1 min in each solution and dried 
with air after each cycle [13]. 

2.4. Fabrication of solar cells and characterization 

CuS/PbS composite structures were used as the cathode electrode 
and were prepared by sequentially deposition of CuS and PbS layers on 
the FTO substrate through the SILAR method as described before [11]. 
Here the solutions of Cu (NO3)2 (0.5 M) and Na2S (0.5 M) in DI water 
and the solutions of Pb (NO3)2 (0.02 M) in methanol and Na2S (0.02 M) 
in water/methanol were utilized for CuS and PbS deposition, respec-
tively. Also an aqueous solution of sodium sulphide (1 M), sulphur (1 M) 
and NaOH (0.1 M) was used as a redox polysulfide electrolyte. 

Photovoltaic properties were investigated by measuring the current- 
voltage curves using a solar simulator (Sharif Solar Company) at AM1.5 
G under 100 mW/cm2 light intensity. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns, 
were measured by X’Pert PRO MPD (PANalytical). Morphology of 
meshed structure and silica meshed photoanodes were investigated by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy of the cells were performed between 0.1 and 100 KHz at 
various applied bias voltages (0–0.6 V) and Nyquist plots were fitted by 
the Zview software. Diffuse reflectance measurements were performed 
at Uv–Visible spectral range by a UVS-2500 spectrometer from PHYS-
TECH Company. 

3. RESULTS and DISCUSSIONs 

Fig. 1 illustrates the schematic structure of the normal and patterned 
photoanodes. Normal photoanodes were fabricated using a three-layer 
titanium oxide structure as indicated in Fig. 1_a. Fig. 1_b shows the 
meshed titanium dioxide photoanodes prepared by the method 
described in the previous section. Fig. 1_c indicates the photoanode 
structures that are made by dipping the TiO2 meshed photoanodes in a 
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solution containing silica NPs. 
Fig. 2_an indicates the SEM image of the plastic mesh texture. Ac-

cording to this figure the dimensions of the grid is 250 μm and its 
thickness is about 120 μm in average. After applying the mesh, a clear 
pattern is created on the TiO2 layers structure (Fig. 2_b). Evident from 
Fig. 2_c, SiO2 NPs are coated on the patterned TiO2 layers by the method 
that was explained before. 

In order to explore the shape and the size of the nanoparticles, SEM 
image of the regular TiO2 layers and silica coated layers were investi-
gated and are presented in Fig. 3_a and 3_b,c respectively. Evident from 
Fig. 3_a, the size of TiO2 nanoparticles is around 50 nm, also there are 
some agglomeration of nanoparticles. According to Fig. 3_b,c silica 
nanoparticles have a spherical shape with a uniform size of 550 nm. 

Fig. 4 indicates the XRD results of the titanium oxide and silica 
nanoparticles. Regarding the absence of any crystalline structure, there 
is no sharp peak observed in XRD spectrum of the silica nanoparticles 
and the maximum intensities around the 2θ=22◦ represent the amor-
phous structure of silica nanoparticles made by the Stober method [52, 
53]. As shown in Fig. 4, the observed peaks of titanium oxide nano-
particles at the angles of 2θ=25.37, 37.93, 53.97, 48.12, 55.09 and 
62.79◦ are respectively related to the (101), (004), (200), (105), (211) 
and (204) planes of the anatase crystalline structure of titanium oxide 
[54]. 

The current-voltage characteristic of cells are marked in Fig. 5, and 
Table 1 summarizes the photovoltaic parameters for a more clear dis-
cussion. Here the time of silica deposition was changed from 5 to 120 
min in order to optimize the cells’ performance. According to Table 1, 
the current density has improved in all patterned samples, which could 
be due to the reduction of transverse paths of electrons in the photo-
anode structure or enhanced light absorption properties of cells through 
the light scattering properties of micron sized silica NPs. In the case of 
silica mesh samples, the beneficial effects of the insulation network on 
the open circuit voltage and fill factor are also visible (Table 1). 

According to Table 1, Voc in silica meshed structures has improved 
about 30 mV in comparison to normal cells. It is known that Voc corre-
sponds to the difference of the fermi level of electrons in the TiO2 and the 

redox potential of the electrolyte, Voc = (EFn − Eredox)/q. The maximum 
theoretical Voc attainable by the QDSCs is limited by the effective band 
gap of the QDs absorber which is around 1.60 eV. However, best cells 
rarely reach Voc values larger than 0.6 eV. Beside the energy mismatches 
between Eredox and valence band of the QDs, and between the conduc-
tion band (Ec) of the TiO2 and the Ec of the QDs, the main loss that 
reduce the photovoltage from the theoretical limit is the electron 
recombination in the semiconductor sensitized layer that defines the EFn 
position. This recombination is dominated by presence of sub-bandgap 
and surface trap states at the semiconductors QD sensitizers [14,55, 
56]. As explained before here we have deposited QDs through simple 
wet chemical methods like SILAR and CBD at room temperature and a 
noticeable density of surface trap states is expected in QDs which infer 
the high open circuit voltages in our cells. Finally, a small enhancement 
in Voc values here has its cause in the differences of photocurrent 
attained for various cells [57]. Thus, the greater photocurrent pushes the 
J− V curve upward, yielding a rise in Voc [57,58]. However, on the 
whole, contribution of the photocurrent on photovoltage is small, as it is 
dictated by equation (1) [55] and also is seen in our results in the current 
research. 

Voc =
nKT

q
Ln(

Jsc

J0
) (1)  

Here n is the diode ideality factor, K is the Boltzmann constant, T is the 
temperature, q is the charge, J0 is the reverse saturation current density 
and Jsc is the short circuit current density. The dark current-voltage 
diagram of cells is presented in Fig. 6. According to this figure, the 
amount of dark current was enhanced as the concentration of silica 
nanoparticles increased in the mesh structure. This could be explained 
by impeding effect of the thick silica layers on the electrolyte penetra-
tion dip into the photoanode structure. This result is in good agreement 
with the inferior photovoltaic properties of the cells which were pre-
pared by 20–120 min SiO2 deposition in comparison with the samples 
that were prepared by 5 min SiO2 deposition (Table 1). 

In order to explore the effect of meshed structures on the parameters 
of charge transport within the whole devices, the electrochemical 

Fig. 1. Schematic structure of (a) normal TiO2, (b) meshed TiO2 and (c) silica meshed photoanode structures.  
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impedance spectroscopy was conducted at various applied forward bias 
potentials at the dark condition. Fig. 7 indicates the Nyquist plots of cells 
with normal (Fig. 7a and b) and silica meshed structures (Fig. 7c and d), 
which were performed at various bias voltages from 0 to 0.6V. Nyquist 
plots were fitted by the equivalent circuit model for normal and silica 
meshed cells which are presented in Fig. 7e and f respectively. 

Here Rs is the series resistance, Ccathode and Rcathode are associated to 

the high frequency arc in the Nyquist plots and represent the chemical 
capacitance and charge transfer resistance at the interface of cathode 
and the redox electrolyte respectively. Canode and Rrec are the capaci-
tance and resistance in the lower frequency range. Here Canode is related 
to the chemical capacitance of the photoanode, Rrec indicates the charge 

Fig. 2. a) The plastic texture that is used to create the mesh pattern. b) 
Patterned TiO2 layers after applying the mesh texture. c) Coated SiO2 NPs on 
the patterned TiO2 layers. Scale bar is 500 μm in all figures. 

Fig. 3. a) TiO2 nanoparticles. b, c) SiO2 nanoparticles at different magnifica-
tion. Scale bar is 500 nm in figure a, 10 and 2 μm in figures b and c respectively. 
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recombination resistance at the interface of the photoanode and elec-
trolyte and Rt is the electron transport resistance in the photoanode. 

Rt is rarely seen in Nyquist plots and it is only seen when the charge 
recombination resistance at the interface of the electrolyte and TiO2 is 
larger than charge transport resistance in TiO2 [59–61], this effect could 

be seen as a 45◦ straight line characteristic with the slope 1 and a 
semicircle in the Nyquist plot (see Fig. 7-c, 7-d). 

The fitting curves for normal and silica meshed structures are also 
presented in Fig. 7a–b, and 7c-d respectively. Evident from this figure, 
Nyquist plots are well fitted with the equivalent circuit models in Fig. 7e 
and f for normal and silica meshed cells respectively. 

From the fitting results by the equivalent circuit model, chemical 
capacitance of the photoanode and the recombination resistance were 
obtained at various biases and are provided in Fig. 8a and b respectively. 

Here the exponential behaviour of the chemical capacitance, Canode, 
relates to the exponential distribution of trap states near the conduction 
band edge [14]. On the other hand the recombination resistance in silica 
meshed structures is improved in compare to the normal cells. 

The higher recombination resistance (lower recombination rate) in 
silica meshed structures, markedly enhanced their photovoltaic prop-
erties, especially the Voc values (Table 1). 

In order to further explore the origin of the enhanced performance of 
cells with silica mesh structures, the scattering properties of the pho-
toanodes were inspected by diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. Fig. 9 re-
veals the diffuse reflectance spectrum of the normal TiO2 photoanodes, 
TiO2 meshed photoanodes, and silica incorporated meshed 
photoanodes. 

A clear improvement in the scattering properties of both TiO2 and 
silica meshed photoanode structures is evident in Fig. 9 which is raised 
by the micron sized structures in these samples. This could explain the 
enhanced short circuit current densities in patterned cells (meshed TiO2 
and meshed silica) in comparison to normal cells with TiO2 photoanodes 
(Table 1). 

In order to investigate the effect of silica mesh on the stability of the 
fabricated solar cells, the stability test was performed with the following 
conditions. After electrolyte injection into the cells and photovoltaic 
measurement, cells were kept at room temperature condition for 3 days 
and the photovoltaic properties were re-measured. Fig. 10 explains the 
percent of the decrement in the photovoltaic parameters after 72 h for 
the reference cells and the cells made by silica meshed photoanodes. 

According to this results, the addition of silica mesh to the last layer 
of the photoanode has stabilized the photovoltaic properties over time. 
Significant decrement in the open circuit voltage and short circuit cur-
rent in typical titanium dioxide anodes have dramatically reduced their 

Fig. 4. XRD results of TiO2 and SiO2 nanoparticles.  

Fig. 5. Current-voltage characteristic of normal and meshed cells.  

Table 1 
photovoltaic parameters of cells, short circuit current (Jsc), open circuit voltage 
(Voc), fill factor (FF), and power conversion efficiency (PCE).  

Photoanode structure Jsc (mA/cm2) Voc (mV) FF (%) PCE (%) 

TiO2 12.60 ± 0.08 481 ± 7 47 ± 1 2.85 ± 0.12 
TiO2-meshed 15.41 ± 0.09 470 ± 9 44 ± 1 3.18 ± 0.15 
SiO2-5min 16.13 ± 0.06 503 ± 4 54 ± 1 4.38 ± 0.13 
SiO2-20min 15.33 ± 0.09 507 ± 5 50 ± 1 3.88 ± 0.14 
SiO2-60min 14.53 ± 0.08 488 ± 9 49 ± 2 3.47 ± 0.22 
SiO2-120min 14.69 ± 0.14 488 ± 13 48 ± 1 3.44 ± 0.20  

Fig. 6. Dark current-voltage characteristic of normal and meshed cells.  
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efficiency at the primary hours of the cell’s working time. While the 
insulated silica mesh, has reduced the electrolyte’s deleterious effect on 
the semiconductor layers and the photovoltaic properties stability has 
improved. 

4. Conclusions 

Silica meshed structures with micron length scales were made by a 
novel simple method. A clear improvement on the open circuit voltage, 
and short circuit in silica meshed structures was confirmed by I-V 
measurements. The superior scattering properties of TiO2 and silica 

meshed structures, improved the current density of cells and conse-
quently their efficiency markedly. Furthermore the EIS measurements, 
indicated that silica mesh declines the recombination rate in cells. 

Here 4.38% efficiency (Voc=503 mV, Jsc=16.13 mACm− 2, FF=0.54) 
was obtained in SiO2 meshed cells which is more than 50% efficiency 
enhancement in comparison to cells with normal TiO2 photoanode 
structures (2.85%). Furthermore the stability of cells was markedly 
improved in silica meshed structures. As a general conclusion, our re-
sults indicate that designing mesh structures has a general beneficial 
effect on improving both scattering properties, and charge recombina-
tion resistance in QDSCs. 

Fig. 7. a, b) Nyquist plots of normal cells. c, d) 
Nyquist plots of silica meshed cells. e) Model which is 
utilized for fitting the impedance data of normal cells. 
f) Model which is utilized for fitting the impedance 
data of silica meshed cells. Here Rs, Ccathode, Rcathode, 
Canode, Rrec and Rtr are the series resistance, chemical 
capacitance of the cathode, charge transfer resistance 
at the interface of cathode and the redox electrolyte, 
chemical capacitance of the photoanode, charge 
recombination resistance at the interface of the pho-
toanode and electrolyte, and electron transport 
resistance of photoanode respectively.   

Fig. 8. a) Chemical capacitance of normal and silica meshed cells versus the various applied biases. b) Electron recombination resistance of normal and silica meshed 
cells at various applied biases from 0 to 0.6 V. 
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